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This discussion addresses the policy problem of controlling African elephant populations.  There

appears to be a need to implement some policy options to manage the herds given that there

exists (i) a conflict between human activity and elephant habitat within South Africa, and  (ii)

dwindling herd sizes in East Africa.  The discussion focuses on choosing the best policy options

for resolving these conflicts with consideration of such factors as the political and social climate,

and the heterogeneity of both the natural and political environments.

The objective for such a discussion is to provide clearer guidance for future management

of the various South African elephant herds.  Many key issues are discussed and it should be

noted that each of these issues is intricately linked.  Among these issues, three main ideas are put

forth:

• There are divergent objectives for herd management between the East and South Africa
herds.

• In either case, there must be some economic value attributable to the elephant herds to
provide incentives for optimal herd management.

• Local control of elephant herd management is vital.



Although elephant herds can be found in both East and South Africa, the herd

populations are rising in South Africa whereas in East Africa they are declining.  In either case,

the condition of the elephant populations is expected to continue to be in conflict with human

activity.  The growing human populations confound the problem.  However, because the growth

rates drastically vary across these regions it is suggested that region-specific policies are more

appropriate.  Local control of the management activity is seen as a key factor to achieving the

socially optimal elephant populations.  Unfortunately, there tends to be corruption among the

local officials, which can misdirect scarce resources away from compensation strategies and

result in inefficient price signaling.

Another key factor in optimally managing the herds is the need to add value to the

elephant herds.  The premise underlying this factor is the belief that if the elephants derive some

economic value they are more likely to be managed at an optimal herd size.  Value-added

elephant products can take many forms.  Culling, Trophy hunting, sterilization, or eco-tourism

are some of the options.  These value-added activities are tied to Western Aid programs and

animal rights groups who may be uneducated about the management of elephant herds and prefer

out of hand, growing herd sizes.  As noted by the discussion, such groups may influence western

aid support so that measures to manage the herd sizes may be hampered.  Nonetheless, the

overall consensus among the group tends to support trophy hunting as a means of adding value.

With all that confronts the attempts to properly managing the elephant herds, there does

appear to be some avenue to pursue that could bring about an improved setting for the co-

existence of human and elephant.  First, there needs to be better education on the plight of the

elephant particularly in those Western countries where foreign aid is coupled with environmental

agendas.  Secondly, there needs to be a way of channeling the revenue, derived from the



consumption of elephant related goods, to the people whose production possibilities are damaged

by the destruction brought about by the herd.  Third, there needs to be a change of the property

right structure in many of the South Africa countries.  Such programs as campfire can facilitate

this change.  It should be made explicitly clear that any change that will occur will do so in a

political arena and careful consideration of the local political and cultural systems will be

necessary to design optimal elephant management programs.


